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The Clintons, themselves, revealed, then revised and rerevised each revelation to suit the
most recently discovered fmancial tidbit. The
President had registered a $20,000 Whitewater
investment loss on his income tax return, but
later "remembered, " after reviewing the manuscript of his late mother's autobiography, that the
Bill and Hillary Clinton are under siege. Trav- loss had; really been a $20,000 loan to his
elgate, the death of Vinoe Foster, Troopergate, mother. ··
Whitewater, ani now, Paula Jones. And the isThe First Lady played the cattle futures market
sue is character, not just the President's, but also all by herself and then with a little help from her
the First Lady's.
friend. The friend, coincidentally, was the perWhen the Clintons first settled into the White sonal attorney of the owner of a maJor Arkansas
House in early 1993, the President announced business that benefited from state loans, tax
that he would restore high ethical standards to the breaks, ani enviromnental regulatory concessions
Executive branch. With great fanfare, he laid during the 12 years of Clinton's governorship.
down new rules designed to guard against conSo much for the Clintons' outrage over "Reaflicts of interest, especially for those in his ad- gan sleaze" and the "decade of greed."
ministration with ties to big business.
Before Whitewater, the Clintons were touted as
Before long, stories surfaced linking the Clin- incredibly brilliant Yale law graduates, able to
tons to a number of business interests in Arkan- master the most complex subjects- such as health
sas, leading first to .a petty squabble over the ex- care - with ease. After Whitewater, they became
ecutive office's travel business ani then to White- just another middle-class American couple, forwater.
getful of detail, unable to master the subject of
Sooii. the ·American people were treated with their own personal income taxes, except for
tales of meetings of Clinton loyalists with key ex- charitable deductions for gifts of the President's
ecutive officials with direct responsibility for the used underwear.
investigation of several Clinton associates in the
With the appointment of the grandfatherly,
Whitewater ani related business affairs.
Lloyd Cutler, as special White House counsel,
As the all-too-familiar signs of a cover-up
emerged, the all-too-typical damage control In this issue:
measures were taken. The White House counsel
ani the Clintons' man at the Justice Department Today Christianity
3
resigned. And a special counsel was appointed to Woe Unto You Lawyers!
4
conduct an investigation.
Miracles
8

PRIVATE LIVES AND
PUBUCTRUST
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the Clintons began to work a new identity image plain his vascillating behavior on Haiti, Bosnia,
into the psyche of the American people. They and other foreign affairs matters. And it would
were, after all, just ordinary folk struggling to account for Clinton's willingness to dwnp the
make a living, just like the rest of us.
House Democrats and their support of the BTU
But this plan soon went awry. On May 4, tax and embrace a 4 cent increase in the gasoline
1994, The Washington Post fmally published the tax in order to secure Senate support of his
Paula Jones story, giving it front page coverage. budget reconciliation act. Id. at 16-19.
The wire services picked it up and soon middle
Klein even took issue with Clinton's statement,
America was reading that on May 8, 1991, their apparently made to members of his inner circle:
President, w h e n , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , "Character is a
he was Gover- ff true, it appeared that the American people had journey, not a
elected as their president a man who may be as destination."
nor of Arkansas,
had allegedly inaddicted to sex, as he is to McDonald's fries.
Character, Klein
vited
Mrs.
argued, is "most
Jones,
a ..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ ___Jassuredly" not a
low-level state employee, to his hotel room journey, but it is a necessity for leadership. He
where he tried to kiss her, reached umer her concluded that America can ill afford a man occlothing, and exposed himself as he asked her to cupying the White House who appears to be
perform oral sex.
"flailing about in a narcissistic, existential quest
If true, it appeared that the American people for self-discovery." Id. at 20.
had elected as their president a man who may be
There was one flaw, however, in Klein's asas addicted to sex, as he is to McDonald's fries.
sessment. He did not retract his opening premise
This time the Clintons did not waffle. The that one's private life is "no indication of his or
President refused to dignify the allegations with her ability to perform public duties." He was
any comment. He hired hard-nosed defense willing only to see Clinton as possibly "one case
counsel, Robert Bennett, who promptly and ab- where private behavior does give an indication of
solutely denied that the event ever occurred.
how a politician will perform in the arena."
Until this incident, the Clintons had been able
How one behaves towards one's wife, chilto deflect allegations from a number of women dren, friems, and business associates is always
who claimed to have engaged in a variety of sex- relevant to how one will behave as a politician.
ual acts with the President, without having to David McCullough's recent biography of Harry
deny that they occurred. They had succeeded S. Truman is a case in point.
Mr. Truman succeeded in politics as part of the
with this strategy because the press was generally
convinced that "a politician's private life gives no notorious Pendergast machine in Kansas City,
indication of his or her ability to perform public with numerous opportunities to receive fmancial
duties." See Klein, "The Politics of Promiscu- kick-backs on highway and other public projects.
ity," Newsweek 16-20 (May 8, 1994).
But, McCullough documents, Truman did not get
Now, the press is not so sure, if Joe Klein's rich at the public's expense. Throughout his caanalysis in the May 8, 1994, issue of Newsweek reer as a public servant, Truman maintained his
is any imication. In this article, Mr. Klein has honesty and integrity.
conceded that Bill Clinton may have a serious
His public persona mirrored the private. He
character flaw, promiscuity, that has affected not was fiercely loyal to his wife, Bess, and his
only his personal life, but his public performance daughter, Margaret. His covenant commitment
as well. ld. at 16.
of fidelity to his wife was dramatically evidenced
In a rather startling essay in a magazine in- in McCullough's account of Truman's abrupt
clined to give the Clintons the benefit of the about-face the moment he saw a negligee-clad
doubt, Klein acknowledged that, if proved, Clin- woman awaiting his arrival in a hotel room.
ton's promiscuous sexual lifestyle would help exLikewise, Truman was loyal to the men with
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whom he served in World War I and to his creditors whom he faithfully paid even after his haberdashery business had gone bankrupt.
With such character qualities, Truman amazed
his most ardent critics as he out-performed his
fellow Senators, who were more gifted than he,
in holding the executive department to account
for their spending. And those same qualities of
integrity and perseverence, endeared Truman to
the American people as he rose out of relative
obscurity to lead the nation, when many thought
that only FDR could do the job.
The American public is interested in the private lives of their political leaders, not to pry,
but to learn what manner of character they have
displayed as husband or wife, father or mother,
son or daughter, friend and neighbor. This is
why the press shows such intense interest in
every move of the First Family after they enter
the White House.
And this is right. The criteria for public service is the same as that for service in the church,
namely, how well one has served at home.
Is he faithful to his marriage covenant with his
wife? I Tim. 3:2; Titus 1:6. Has he ruled his
household well? I Tim. 3:4-5; Titus 1:6. These
are relevant to whether a man will keep his
promises after he has been elected and whether
he has the ability to discipline himself and his
followers once they achieve their political goals.
How well does he govern his personal life?
His fmances? His passions? His appetites? I
Tim. 3:3; Titus 1:7. Does he have a good reputation? I Tim. 3 :7. These are relevant to
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whether the man will seek to satisfy primarily his
own personal goals, or to meet the needs of the
conntry. A good reputation means that he will
not be an easy mark for corruption through
blackmail or bribery.
Does he tell the truth? Does he know the
truth? Does he teach the truth? Titus 1:9. If a
man does not know and practice the truth in his
personal and family life, how can we be sure that
he will know and practice the truth in the nation's
business? After all, the same God who created
the man, also fonned the nation (Acts 17:24-28).
Is he a newcomer, untested by trials? Will he
persevere? Or will he be satisfied with the
immediate? I Tim 3:4. The relevance of this is
obvious, especially for the presidency of the
United States.
What does he look for in his fellow workers?
Does he want "good" men? Titus 1:8. Or does
he surround himself with "yes" men willing to do
whatever he tells them to do? Or does he look
for counselors who are willing to challenge, so
that wisdom and security might come forth?
Proverbs 27:17; 11:14.
This is the criteria for leadership. And it cannot be discovered if one turns a blind eye to a
candidate's personal life, as if that is irrelevant.
So, the American people are about to find out
the true nature of the man whom they have
elected president and about his wife who wields
so much power. The lesson so far is that one
should not overlook issues of personal character
on the way to the White House lest it prove to be
too late.O

TODAY CHRISTIANITY
Is Bill Clinton really a Christian? Christianity Today set out to answer that question in its April
25, 1994 issue. The answer? We don't know. The question of Bill Clinton's faith is a riddle.
Yancey, "The Riddle of Bill Clinton's Faith," Christianity Today 24-29 (April25, 1994).
A riddle is an intentionally obscure statement or question, the meaning of which is to be arrived at
only by guessing. A classic example of a ridd1e is that propounded by Samson in Judges 14:14:
Out of the eater came forth meat, and out of the strong came forth sweetness.
What made this statement a riddle is that one can discover its meaning only by chance.
But God did not 1eave the question of another man's faith to chance. Jesus said in Matthew 7 that
one can "know" a true profession of faith by examining the "fruits" of the claimant's life (Mt.
7:15-20).
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"Fruits" are not works (Mt. 7:21-23), but evidences of the Holy Spirit's leading in one's life.
And we know what those evidences are by the
list that Paul furnished in Galatians 5:22-23:
"[L]ove, joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness,
goodness, faith, meelmess, temperance .... "
A thorough test of Bill Clinton's profession of
faith, would require an examination of his life according to this nine-fold test. fu this essay, a
preliminary examination is made, assessing the
first fruit, "love," and the seventh, "faith" or
"faithfulness." Does Bill Clinton love God? The
apostle John wrote that if one loves God, that
love will be evidenced by the keeping of God's
commandments (Gal. 5:2-3. See John 14:15).
As President, is Bill Clinton keeping God's
commandment to civil rulers, namely, to serve as
"the minister of God, a revenger to execute wrath
upon him that doeth evil" (Rom. 13:4)? According to the Christianity Today article Clinton believes that, in a pluralistic democratic society, he
is the people's minister, not God's, and he is to
enforce laws that reflect the "moral consensus" of
the populace, not the commands of God. That is
how he has explained his move from opposition
to abortion in 1989 to outright support of Roe v.
Wade in 1991. ld. at 28-29.
As a politician, Clinton is the ultimate pragmatist. He changes his position on the issues, according to the polls. As the Christianity Today
articJe pointed out, so does Mrs. Clinton, who
apparently supports capital punishment because
"popular support [for it] ran too high." /d. at 29.
fu short, the Clintons' profession of faith is to-
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day Christianity. This kind of Christianity encourages changing one's positions on the issues,
for who knows what tomorrow may bring. This
is not faithfulness, but opportunism, or as Joe
KJein of Newsweek labeled it, promiscuity.
KJein, "The Politics of Promiscuity," Newsweek
16 (May 8, 1994).
The hallmark of a true profession of Christian
faith is a ftxed, uniform, and universal benchmark by which all issues of life are measured.
That benchmark is Jesus Christ, "the same yesterday, today, and forever" (Heb. 13:8).
For Bill Clinton, the Christian faith is evolutionary, not ftxed. It is personal, not uniform.
It is situational, not universal. His is a wholly
existential faith, as Joe Klein observed in his
closing paragraphs of his Newsweek essay:
There is an adolescent, wzformed, half-baked
quality to it - as there is to the notion of promiscuity itself: an inability to settle, to stand, to
commit. ld. at 20.
No, Clinton's faith is not a riddle, as Christianity Today would have us believe. But it is riddJed with "one-night sta:rrls" free from the risks
of tough love and persevering belief. ld. at 19.
It is irony, indeed, that a magazine named
Christianity Today presents the President's faith
as an unfathomable enigma, whereas two weeks
later a magazine named Newsweek offers a penetrating and reasoned analysis of that faith. Is it
because so many in the church profess the same
today Christianity as does the President? That
question, like the one addressed in this essay, is
no riddle, answerable only by chance.O

WOE UNTO YOU LAWYERS!
fu 1959-60 I was a fust-year law student studying property, torts, civil procedure, criminal law,
and contracts -- all the basic courses that fust-year law students still study in law schools across the
country.
My contracts class was the most challenging. It met at 12 noon, Thursday, Friday, and Satmday.
My classmates and I called it "Darkness at Noon," as we struggled with legal terminology that was
especially foreign to those of us who had little business experience.
Our teacher was John P. Dawson, who had come to Harvard after a distinguished early career at
the University of Michigan School of Law. He organized the course, as he had his casebook, by introducing his students fust to remedies for breaches of contracts.
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So we spent the first two months of class vise the client of the likelihood that the matter
studying the consequences of contract breaking will ever get to court.
In a contract case, the answer to this question
before we ever learned the rules governing contract making.
turns on several · considerations, most signifiOne reason why Professor Dawson began with cantly the fmancial ability of the other party to
contract breaking was to give us a healthy dose bring a law suit. This factor is especially imporof reality.
It
.
tant when the
. t
nqyou
want
to
know
the
law
and
twthillg
else
you
must
,
c11en
,
wh o
was one thing,
he said, to say look at lt as a bad man, who cares only for the wants to termithat a business- material consequences which such knowledge enables nate a contracman was obliged him to predict~ not as a good one~ whoftllds his reason tual relationship
to perform his for co11duct, whether inside the law or outside qf it, in or who has al~ontr~ct pro~- the vaguer sanctions qf rollSciettce. n
ready done so,
1ses, 1t was qmte
holds in his hand
the very livelianother thing to
Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr.
hood
of the
actually hold him
to those promother party to
ises.
the agreement. And this is the case with most
To hammer this point home, Professor Dawson personal service employment contracts, when an
had reprinted an excerpt from Oliver Wemell employer wants to get rid of an employee.
Holmes' 1897 essay entitled "The Path of the
If a lawyer can find any possible justification
law." Dawson and Harvey, Contracts and Con- for the dismissal, he can easily advocate such actract Remedies 95-91 (Foundation Press 1959) tion under the Code of Professional Responsibilquoting from Holmes, Collected Legal Essays ity, that is, the ethical rules governing lawyer
167-202 (Harcourt, Brace 1952).
conduct.
Disciplinary Rule 7, entitled Zealously RepreAccording to Holmes, legal rights and Jegal
duties were no more than predicting what a judge senting Clients Within the Bounds of the Law,
might do in a particular case. Here is how Hol- requires that a lawyer seek all lawful objectives
of a client using all reasonable means to do so.
mes put it:
If you want to know the law and nothing else
The only unlawful objectives spelled out in the
you must look at it as a bad man, who cares only Code are harassment and malicious injury. If a
for the material consequences which such knowl- client wishes to terminate a contractual relationedge enables him to predict, not as a good one, ship, or justify having already done so, the lawwho finds his reason for conduct, whether inside yer need only flrrl a plausible reason for the elithe law or outside of it, in the vaguer sanctions of ent's proposed course of action or action. No
conscience. /d. at 171.
contract, even when written, is foolproof. So
So, Holmes concluded, "[t]he duty to keep a lawyers are usually able to flrrl some loophole to
contract at common law means a prediction that protect the client from a charge of harassing or
you must pay damages if you do not keep it - and maliciously injuring the other party.
nothing else." /d. at 175.
This, of course, does not mean that the lawyer
may assist the client knowingly to create or use
false evidence, or to counsel comuct that is
THELAWYERASADVOCATE
clearly illegal, such as concealing information
A lawyer's ftrst duty to a client is to be his ad- that the client is obligated to disclose. But many
vocate. As advocate, the lawyer would be remiss clients are clever enough to do that without
if he did not assess the client's likelihood of sue- prompting from their lawyer; and many lawyers
cess should the matter go to court. But this is not are discrete enough not to ask pertinent questhe only relevant factor. A lawyer must also ad- tions.
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As for the law, a lawyer is not even bonnd by
the existing rules. If he is creative enough, he
may advance an argument on behalf of the client
to modify or reverse existing law. He will be
protected under the Code of Professional Responsibility so long as he made the argument in
good faith.
If a lawyer conducts his practice solely on the
basis of these considerations, he will find ample
opportunity to take advantage of the fmancial
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ment for having failed to perform.
Any lawyer who fails to give such connsel, has
failed to perform his duty to provide the client
with all the know ledge that the client needs to
have. A lawyer may be able under the rules enforceab1e by the civil authorities to treat his client
like Holmes' "bad man," but he will not escape
the discipline of God Almighty:
Woe to you lawyers! for ye have taken away
the key of knowledge: ye have not entered your-

wtheaknethsses "deof As for the law, a lawyer is not even bound by the existing rules. selves• and them
e o er S:l!
that were enterAnd h
"ll · (f he is creative eiWugh, he may advance an argument on behalf
e Wl get
of the client to modify or reverse existing law. He will be
ing in ye hinplenty of pres- protected under the Code of Professional Responsibility so long de red.
Luke
11
2
su.re from ~ost
as he made the argument in good faith.
:J ·
cbents to do JUSt
But a lawyer's duty does
that.
not end with good connsel, he must also encourTHE LAWYER AS COUNSELOR
age reconciliation and restoration through mediation.
But the Code of Professional Responsibility
THE LAWYER AS MEDIATOR
should never be the sole standard by which a
lawyer measures his conduct. The Code was deThe duty to encourage mediation is especially
signed to set the minimum standards of conduct
which, if broken, justifies the imposition of some weighty when the party on the other side does not
kind of civil sanction. To go beyond the Code's have the economic resources to take the matter to
standards, however, a lawyer must be more than civil court.
Exodus 23 :6 (NIV) commands that one is not
an advocate for the client. He must also become
to "deny justice to [the] poor in their lawsuits."
the client's connselor.
For example, following Christ's successful de- Proverbs 22:22-23 warns that if one does talre adfense of the woman charged with adultery in vantage of a poor man in a law suit, then the
John 8, Jesus was not satisfied that he had suc- Lord will "phmder" him.
The lawyer who assists a client to take advanceeded as her advocate. Instead, he connseled
her to go and sin no more (John 8:11 ). He knew tage of the other side's fmancial weakness, will
that the benefits of a different lifestyle would also pay a price:
bring b1essings far beyond escaping the death
... Woe unto you. .. lawyers! for ye lade men
penalty at the hams of the scribes and the Phari- with burdens grievous to be borne. and ye yourselves touch not the burdens with one of your finsees.
In a contract dispute, the lawyer, as counselor, gers. btke 11:46.
We live in a world increasingly populated by
must always advise the client of the benefits of
keeping one's promise, even when the immediate Hohnes' bad man, not only in the community
impact may appear detrimental to the client. generally, but also in the legal profession. ConPsalm 15, for example, assures those who honor tract disputes abonnd, as more and more people
their promises "even to their hurt" will be rationalize breaching their promises in light of
blessed of the Lord. Deuteronomy 23:21-23 expedient circumstances.
(NAS) warns that if one does not perform one's
This attitude towards contractual obligations
promises, whether made to God or to a fellow has spilled over into the Christian community. If
human being, he can expect God to require pay- Christians are nnwilling to abide by their prom-
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ises, this places an even greater burden on a fellow Christian who is doing business with them.
First, a Christian is duty bound to seek to be
reconciled with a fellow Christian under Matthew 18:15-18. This means that one must make
every effort to meet, first, one-on-one with the
party who has allegedly committed a wrong
against oneself. This is not easy, especially for
an employee in relation to an employer.
If one succeeds in getting the other person to
meet, then one must assess the outcome to determine if the second step is to be taken, namely, to
meet with two or three witnesses. And if that
step is taken, then it may not be easy to fmd a
way to tell it to the church. And it may not be
easy to get the other party to listen, even if the
church is willing and able to provide the means
for reconciliation.
Finally, if reconciliation does not come
through the Matthew 18 process, then one must
decide if one may treat the other party as "an
heathen man or a publican." If he cannot, then I
Corinthians 6 applies, and one must rather be
wronged than take a brother to the civil courts.
Even if one might be justified under Matthew
18:18 to take to court a person who professes to
be a Christian, but who refuses to behave like
one, one might not be free to do so. While the
civil authorities have been raised up by God to
punish evil doers and provide restitution (Rom.
13:4), a Christian cannot seek civil redress, if he
does not, at the same time, maintain right standing with the Lord.
Right standing requires that the Christian not
only have forgiven the one who has wronged
him, but is showing his love to that person by
bringing him to account for the wrong before the
civil magistrate (Mt. 5:44). If the law suit is being brought for one's own good, and not for the
good of the wrongdoer, then it woukl be better to
forego all claims and, indeed, give of one's own
worldly possessions to the wrongdoer. Otherwise, God will not honor the Christian's decision
to go to court (Mt. 5:38-41).
Lawyers and clients who do not heed these
rules will not only suffer the "vague" sanctions
of "conscience," as Holmes put it, but the real
sanctions of the Almighty God. D
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Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr.

What constitutes law? You will find
some text writers telling you that it is
something different from what is
decided by the courts of Massachusetts
or England, that it is a system of
reason, that it is a deduction from
principles of ethics or admitted axioms
or what not, which may or may not
coincide with the decisions. But if we
take the view of our friend the bad man
we shall find that he does not care two
straws for the axioms or deductions,
but that he does want to know what the
Massachusetts or English courts are
likely to do in fact. I am much of his
mind. The prophecies of what the
courts will do in fact, and nothing
more pretentious, are what I mean

by the law.
0. W. Holmes, Jr.
The Path of the Law
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MIRACLES
by Marilyn Titus
The head of a major ministry has written,
"And YOU can perform miracles if you but understand the power of God and the Jaws of faith
and obedience that unlock God's power to those
who believe in Him and serve Him."
When I read the above I was deeply troubled.
It seems to indicate that a person can first of all
"understand the power of God," second "unlock
God's power," and then "perform miracles!"
1 Corinthians 12 indicates quite differently.
The gifts and power of God are divided by the
Holy Spirit "to every man severally as He will"
(I Cor. 12:11).
Indeed, if we look at Luke 9: 1 we see that Jesus is with his twelve disciples. We know from
other scriptures that these twelve defmitely do
not understand the power of God because they
mess-up so many times. Further, we know that
they are not actively pursuing some plan to unlock God's power. They are simply there. They
are there because Jesus called them. And, now
we see in this verse that Jesus "gave them power
and authority over all devils, and to cure diseases."
Verse 2 of Luke 9 continues, "And He sent
them to preach the kingdom of God, and to heal
the sick."
The active agent in this transmission of the
power of God is not the twelve disciples with
their ablility to "understand" and "unlock" that
power, but the unilateral decision of God to give
the disciples His miracle power because He
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wanted them to use it according to His purposes.
My husband and I have experienced several
miracles in our lives. Every one of them have
been a surprise to us.
Knowing that God is able to perform miracles
of all kinds, we have often experienced situations
where we have defmitely desired a miracle to
solve the problem. We have noticed, however,
that what occurs does not depend on our will.
No matter how we may cry out to God, we have
seen that the response is in His time and in His
way, if at all.
Are we just lacking in "understanding" and the
ability to "unlock?" Hardly, for that would make
us gods and God our servant. Are we just out of
favor with God? No, He is still showering us
with miracles. But, every miracle we experience
(and I am talking about real miracles) is according to His will and not our will.
Can we expect miracles in our lives? Yes, but
only in acconlance with I Corinthians 12:6-11 :
And there are diversities of operations, but it is
the same God which worketh all in all. But the
manifestation of the Spirit is given to every man
to profit withal. For to one is given by the Spirit
the word of wisdom; to .another the word of
knowledge by the same Spirit,· To another faith by
the same Spirit; to another the gifts of healing by
the same Spirit; To another the working of miracles; to another prophecy,· to another discerning of spirits; to another divers ldnds of tongues;
to another the interpretation of tongues: But all
these worketh that one and the selfsame Spirit,
dividing to every man severally as He will.
When any man speaks or writes that a man can
somehow put himself in position to have miracle
working powers, beware. For that very man
may see himself in a position that only God can
occupy. D
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